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Abstract
For the recognition of gene and protein names and their normalization to gene and protein centered databases
(Entrez Gene and UniProt) regularly updated dictionaries generated from these sources are used by the
ProMiner system to search gene and protein names in scientific publications. A multistep curation process and
inclusion of different biomedical dictionaries in the curation process leads to an increase of precision and recall.
The recognition of names containing special parenthesis expressions augments the recall further. Human gene
and protein names in the test corpus provided in BioCreAtIvE II could be recognized with the adapted ProMiner
system and a regularly updated dictionary with a final F-measure of 80 %.
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1 Introduction
The ProMiner system was developed for the automatic generation of gene and protein name dictionaries and
their recognition in scientific texts. The performance of the approach taken with ProMiner was already
demonstrated in BioCreAtIvE I where an F-score of 0.8 could be reached for fly and mouse and an F-score
of 0.9 for the yeast organism [3]. For BioCreAtIvE II two different training corpora, an automatic generated
noisy training set (5000 Medline abstracts) and a manual annotated corpus (282 abstracts) including Entrez
Gene identifier of the occurring human genes were provided. The performance of the entity recognition
procedure was estimated on an independent set of 262 abstracts. Annotations for these sets were not available
during the competition. On basis of a gold standard provided by human experts, submitted results were
assessed by the organizers.
The recognition of human gene and protein names with ProMiner has already been used in different
application scenarios like the generation of disease centric databases, e.g. the Auto Immune Data Base
(AIDB) [5] or an intracranial aneurysm knowledge base in the European project @neurIST 1 . The ProMiner
system includes an updating and dictionary curation process to generate gene and protein name dictionaries
from the databases Entrez Gene [7] and UniProt [1]. Here, we describe the standard updating process for the
human dictionary and adaptations made to the BioCreAtIvE sets. Furthermore, in the recognition module an
extension for the recognition of names containing special parenthesis expressions is integrated.
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The ProMiner software for recognition of gene and protein names

The ProMiner system has already been described in detail in ([2,3]). In this paper we give a short overview
(cf. figure 1) over the sources used for the generation of the dictionaries, the different ProMiner modules, and
the adaptations made for the BioCreAtIvE II gene normalization assessment.
The human dictionary is extracted from the gene description fields of human Entrez Gene entries and the
protein description fields of human UniProt entries. All entries that are transitively mapped to each other in

1

http://www.aneurist.org/

the International Protein Index (IPI) [6] are merged to one dictionary entry. For the BioCreAtIvE assessment
we separate all entities containing more than one Entrez Gene entry. The dictionary used for the
BioCreAtIvE assessment is based on an extraction of all files from release date 1st August 2006.
In the automatic dictionary curation, several functionalities such as acronym expansion, addition of spelling
variants or filtering synonyms on the basis of regular expressions are covered. Its tasks are to add certain
terms like long-forms of acronyms or spelling variant like IL1 (in addition to IL 1) to the dictionary in order
to gain recall or to detect unspecific synonyms to either prune them from the dictionary (i.e. 35 kDa protein)
or mark them for later processing (i.e. ambiguous synonyms). In the human dictionary, one-word synonyms
are expanded with a leading „h“ (e.g. hSMRP). The new name is included (in addition to the original one)
only if it is unique in the dictionary.
Additionally, a manually curated list generated through inspection of various training corpora in different
former and ongoing projects (independent from BioCreAtIvE e.g. in the context of [5]) is used for curation
of the human dictionary. Furthermore, we extract from the Open Biomedical Ontology (OBO) site
different ontologies 2 for disease, tissue, organism and protein family names (BioMed terminology). In order
to prune such unspecific gene and protein names all human dictionary synonyms matching in a ProMiner
search to names from the BioMed terminology dictionary are removed. For BioCreAtIvE II false positive hit
lists generated by ProMiner runs on the training set and the noisy training set are inspected by a curator and
added to the curation list.

Figure 1: The ProMiner system used in BioCreAtIvE gene normalization

Finally an algorithm similar to [4] is used to extract acronyms and their long forms from all MEDLINE
abstracts, generating an acronym dictionary. A gene search specific acronym dictionary is generated through
the reduction to acronyms similar to gene names and removal of long forms containing gene or protein
names. In the compilation step all synonyms (also acronyms and their long forms) are classified into one of
several classes, which are searched with specific parameter settings like case sensitive, exact or permuted
search in the subsequent search queries.
The search system is based on an approximate string matching algorithm enabling not only exact matches
but also small variations in spelling. Synonyms which are contained in more than one Entrez Gene entry or
additionally found in the acronym dictionary are labeled as ambiguous and the number of different Entrez
Gene entries are memorized (Doccur). Hits of ambiguous synonyms are only accepted if another unique match
(not labeled as ambiguous) of the same entry is found or if the user assigned disambiguation threshold (D#)
is higher than the number of different Entrez Gene entries (Doccur).
In the training set several protein names are split by the insertion of acronyms put in brackets. As result the
full name is not found (coenzyme A (HMG-CoA) synthase).To solve this problem, three runs were made. In
the first run the original text was used. For the second run the full bracketed expression was removed and in
the third run only the brackets are deleted. The runs are merged and the ProMiner ambiguous filter selects
the appropriate matches. In order to disambiguate genes between different organisms the NCBI taxonomy
2 Sources: http://obo.sourceforge.net/: UniProt taxonomy, Brenda tissue, Mouse adult gross anatomy, Mouse
pathology, cellular component, Cell type, DiseaseOntologyV2_1

database [8] is integrated in our system and a simple co-occurrence approach is applied. A gene is rejected
from the result set when it is mentioned together with any other organism or different ancestor in the
phylogentic tree than Homo sapiens. A relational database system which will be described elsewhere (Dach
et al., in preparation) and recursive SQL was used to accomplished this step.
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Results

Three different runs are computed and submitted, intended to meet highest F-score, precision or recall of the
ProMiner system (cf. table 1, bold). Overall, all three runs generate results which position our approach in
the first quartile of all participants. The runs differ in the setting for the disambiguation threshold (controlling
the result set for matches of gene names which are not unique in the dictionary) and the organism filter. In
the first run this threshold was set to one (D1) allowing no matches of non-unique dictionary names. These
conditions result in the highest F-measure (0.799). The second run accepts ambiguous matches (D3),
increasing recall (+ 0.035) but this is accompanied by a high loss in precision (- 0.054). In the last run we
also take the recognition of organism names into account and remove matches in abstracts/sentences only
talking about other organisms. This approach leads to a slightly better precision (+ 0.002) but is accompanied
by a high loss of recall (- 0.038) and an overall loss in F-measure (-0.02). The original dictionary not adapted
to the BioCreAtIvE training corpora demonstrates a loss in precision of 0.024 compared to the final
dictionary used in the submitted runs. To show the impact of ambiguity within the dictionary and maximum
reachable hits with our dictionary we used a dictionary containing only the gold standard genes. Here
precision as well as recall were increased by 0.05. The inclusion of bracket resolution on the training corpus
results in an increase of 0.02 in recall but can not be reproduced on the test set. In this case, no differences
can be observed between the different runs.
Table 1 ProMiner results
ProMiner runs on the test corpus (Test) with different user assigned disambiguation thresholds (D1, D3), organism
selection (O+, O-) were submitted (Run 1-3). The next two columns present results on the test corpus with the originally
dictionary without any BioCreAtIvE training (DictOrig) or a dictionary subset containing only gene entities from the
gold standard (DictSub). The result on the training corpus is shown in the Train column. The last two columns provide
results with a reduced ProMiner run containing no bracket resolution (-brackets) on the training and test corpus.
Test Run 1 Test Run 2 Test Run 3 Test DictOrig
D1, OD1, OD3, OD1, O+
0.792
F-measure 0.799
0.790
0.779
0.777
Recall
0.730
0.768
0.803
0.809
Precision 0.833
0.779
0.835
Quartile
1
1
1

Test DictSub
D1, O0.847
0.811
0.885

Train
D1, O0.784
0.755
0.819

Train-brackets
D1, O0.776
0.736
0.820

Test-brackets
D1, O0.799
0.768
0.833
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